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Need help? Call me!  

Assemble the hubs  
by attaching the smaller 
black ground stakes.

Assemble the area light stems by  
attaching the brown ground stakes to the  
path light stems with the screws provided.

Remove the top  
portion of the fixture,  
insert the bulb and  
replace top.

5   Locate the new hub in the center  
of where the fixtures will be placed  
and within 25 feet of an existing hub. 

6  Position the fixtures as desired and run the wire from each fixture to the hub.
7  Use the wire included in this kit to connect the new hub with one of the existing  

hubs or connect the wire directly to the transformer.
8  If desired the fixture wires and the hub wires can be shortened.
9  When satisfied with the location of the fixture and after the connections are made plug the transformer  

into the outlet and turn the transformer on.
10  Test the system by turning the timer to the on position, make sure the fixtures work correctly.
11  Visit the installation after dark to make sure the fixtures are located correctly and adjust as needed,  

when satisfied return the timer to the preferred setting.

1  Turn off the transformer (the green light will go off)  
and unplug the existing system from the power outlet.

2   Assemble the hub by attaching the black ground stake to the hub.
3  Assemble the area light by attaching the brown ground stakes  

to the path light stems with the screws provided.
4  Remove the top potion of the fixture, insert the bulb and replace the top.
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